Interswim –
Our first ever Interswim was a massive success with all classes that attended gaining something
positive from the event.
Classes were joined together and pupils were given the opportunity to experience the different
disciplines of swimming by completing a variety of activities relating to Life Saving, Water Polo, Flip
and Fun and Synchronised swimming. The groups mixed very well and it was exciting to see the
pupils interact with their peers outside of their class group.
Lower school PMLD groups were joined together to experience an “Under the Sea” sensory journey
together. Through the use of the interactive pool lights and equipment we embarked on a journey
under the sea, meeting the fish, playing with the seahorses and indulging in the different sights and
sounds of sea life, before making our way back home.
Overall this was a really positive activity and we look forward to doing it again in the future.
Swimming Panathlon –
On Thursday 1st December Trinity School pupils participated in the Swimming Panathlon at Newham
Leisure Centre.
This year we gave a brand new team the opportunity to compete, exposing our up and coming stars
to swimming competitions. They all took on the challenge exceptionally well and, despite being the
youngest team entered, tried their hardest at all times giving rival competitors a run for their money.
We left the competition proudly in fourth place. The first Swimming Panathlon for the youngest
team and to gain fourth place is an achievement that not only surpassed our expectations but is also
one of which we are extremely proud.
Well done and thank you to the following pupils:
Shubby Okunaiya
Paul Boatang
Alley Mohammed
Lusanda Sizibo
Bobby Barnes
Christian Thompson
Abubakar Hamed
Samueal Kadesire
As always you rose to the occasion and showed everyone just what Trinity is made of!!!!

